A formulation to include the effects of wall-proximity in a second moment closure model is presented that utilizes a tensor representation for the redistribution term in the Reynolds stress equations. The wall-proximity effects are modeled through an elliptic relaxation process of the tensor expansion coefficients that properly accounts for both correlation length and time scales as the wall is approached. DNS data and Reynolds stress solutions using a full differential approach at channel Reynolds number of 590 are compared to tile new model.
INTRODUCTION
The theoretical development of higher-order closure models, such as Reynolds stress models, have primarily been formulated based on high Reynolds number assumptions. Accounting for the influence of solid boundaries on these closure models has usually evolved from either a wall v 2 --f model has been applied to a variety of flows (e.g.
Dnrbin, 1995; Pettersson
Reif, Durbin & Ooi, 1999 
rc with the relaxation scales defined as
where the Reynolds stress anisotropy bij and the dissipation rate anisotropy
The wall proximity effect is introduced through an elliptic relaxation of the redistributive model fij. 
and the associated modeled transport equation for the turbulent dissipation rate, e, is
where CL = 0.16, CL_,-= 80 and Cry,. = 6 were used for the present study and were adopted from previous elliptic relaxation formulations.
In the current formulation, the goal is to implement a tensor representation for the relaxed redistribution function fij. 
• C_I = 1.44 l+al with C 1 = 1.8, C_ = 3.4, C2 = 0.37, Ca = 1.25, C4 = 0.4.
Since this linear form is used, the length scale constant. CL needed to bemodified fromthepreviously used value.
In the vicinity of the wall,the redistributive termis balanced by the viscous diffusion of the Reynolds stresses resultingin the boundary conditions for the fij (see Ta 
is assumed. A tensor scalar product (denoted by [: ]) between each basis tensor and the representation given in Eq.
(13) can be formed, and this leads (using matrix notation tbr convenience) to
where .
and Ga(x,x ¢) is approximated by the free-space Greens For such a basis given
where the scalar function 7re(x, x') is modeled as x, (.)
If a tensor representation of the form
n=l is assumed for O*(x), then Eq. (16) can be rewritten as
This leads directly to the differential formulation 
The tim boundary conditions are listed in Table 2 as functions of fij. 
[n:¢')] high Reynolds number results so that in the vicinity of the wall the data differs significantly from the computed results.) This difference is due to the slight change in the defining relation for I]h (cf. Eqs. (10) and (22) 
SUMMARY
A methodology has been developed that introduces a polynomial representation of the tensor redistribution func-
